CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

Skillsoft enables global access and collaboration across the organization
in an efficient manner. Its microlearning assets, in particular, are ensuring

“

“

high levels of leadership development application and increasing speed
to competence for participants.

Mark O’Donnell, Senior Vice President, Operational Excellence, Rizing

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

HOW SKILLSOFT® HELPED

KEY METRICS

Rizing is a global professional service provider specializing

Rizing worked with Skillsoft’s Professional Services to

in SAP technologies for Human Capital Management,

create a leadership development solution suitable for

100%

Enterprise Asset Management and Consumer Industries.

their global employees. The program featured six blended
experts and business leader presenters.

continue this success, are changing. To retain the best
people, drive revenue and profitable growth, Rizing

The solution gave Rizing leaders access to over 30

identified a need to provide an efficient and scalable

curated channels of on demand learning content from

leadership development solution.

Skillsoft’s Leadership Development Program (SLDP) and
was deployed via Percipio, Skillsoft’s intelligent learning

For the learning program to be successful and deliver

expect to use skills
acquired

tracks delivered virtually, featuring Rizing subject matter
Rizing is growing rapidly, and the skills required to

100% of participants

experience platform.

business value, it is critical that leaders gain a common

91%

91% would recommend

82%

82% successful

Skillsoft

completion rate

language for leadership concepts, apply strategies into

Rizing is now consolidating its custom content into

their daily leadership practices and directly apply the

Percipio and using its custom channels, Embedded

Learning and

acquired skills to their job.

Learning Synchronized Assistant (ELSA) and mobile

development is now

app to make learning readily available anywhere.

seen as a business and

ABOUT RIZING

not HR function.

Headquartered in Stamford Connecticut, Rizing’s objective is to enable every business that uses SAP solutions to achieve
a truly intelligent enterprise. They do this for Human Capital Management, Enterprise Asset Management and Consumer
Industries with leading SAP technologies and their own deep industry experience. Rizing provides services and their
proprietary apps leveraging the SAP Cloud Platform to Fortune 500 and small/medium enterprises. Their mission is always
to propel their customer’s organization along the transformation journey. Rizing works across ten different time zones and
skillsoft.com

currently employs over 850 full time employees worldwide.

